OLD KISSES
1965-75

At the beach in July
Under the black sun
In Surreal-land
At the circus show
In the haystack
Back from War
In Greenland
In purple-land
In blue-land
In orange-land
On New Year's Eve
During union
After harvest
The first one
The last one
In the city
(lower quarters)
In the city
(higher quarters)
Suburban
(Westchester County)
On the farm (mechanized)
NEW KISSES
(April 1979)

Integrated
With red passion
or blue depression
With aged lover
With raw passion
By seduction (hers)
By seduction
(Chris)
In the teens
In the twenties
In the thirties
In the forties
In the fifties
In the Sixties
At the office party
At a rare vacation
On anniversary day
NEW KISSES
(April 1979)

On the farm
("mechanized")

Integrated